PRESS RELEASE

Watching Movies Online is Now Smoother with The
Best Internet Connection from Biznet
Jakarta, 11 January 2016 – Internet has become one of the main necessities for everyone since it has become
more accessible with many Wi-Fi networks available in more places and locations. With Wi-Fi, anyone can stay
online using their smartphones or tablets anytime in many places including in their office, home, cafes, restaurants
and other public facilities. In line with the fast growing Internet technology, the growth of OTT (Over The Top)
contents that are based on attractive applications is also increasing, and Indonesia is indeed one of the biggest
market since it has a huge number of population.
We have been seeing that the habit of people in using the Internet has been changing significantly, therefore bigger
bandwidth capacity is also required. In the near future, Internet providers in Indonesia are encouraged to provide
customers’ satisfaction in watching movies and listening to music through an Internet network provided by OTT
content providers, from both local and International.
“The habit of Internet users in Indonesia has been shifted in line with the development of Internet technology.
Nowadays, we can do almost anything through our smartphones, just like the changes on the habit of people in
watching TV. Now, most people spend more time watching TV, movies or music videos through smartphones or
tablets by using Internet connection. We see this changes as a significant condition that can push Biznet to provide
the best Internet connection so that all Internet users are no longer experiencing broken, lagging or buffering
connections while watching movies or doing other activities online," said Adi Kusma, President Director Biznet
Networks.
Now, Internet users can watch movies online through various OTT portals with a huge list of various movies from all
over the world, which can be selected according to user’s interest. As a solution to your needs to have the best
Interne to watch movies online, Biznet provides Biznet Home service that offers bandwidth capacity starting from
10 Mbps with a price of Rp 200.000/month. By having this service, users can have more advantages to watch movies
online with stable Internet connection without lagging or buffering.
Moreover, for you who spend more time outdoors, Biznet also provides Biznet Wifi service with unlimited
bandwidth capacity, with a price starting from Rp 25.000/day to watch TV, movies or listening to music online.
Biznet Wifi is available in public areas; cafes, public parks, restaurants and other public facilities.
To ensure Biznet service quality for all customers, Biznet keep expanding network in many more areas in Indonesia
and International. Biznet Global Internet network is connected to 11 International links that spread over several
major continents worldwide, making sure all customers have a reliable, fast and stable Internet service from Biznet.
***
About Biznet Home
Biznet Home Internet is an Ultra Fast Internet and HD Cable TV service for residential and apartment users with
connection speeds up to 100 Mbps, with 75+ local and International channels. For more information about service
and coverage area, please visit www.biznethome.net.
About Biznet
Biznet is a company that focuses on telecommunication and multimedia business with commitment to build modern
infrastructure to reduce Indonesia's digital gap with other developed countries. Biznet has been operating
thousands of KM state of the art Fiber Optic Network and the largest data center in Indonesia. For more
information about the company, please visit www.biznetnetworks.com.
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